Anegasaki Cape ⑤

⑤Anegasaki Cape
Anagasaki cape is located at the most northernly point of Miyako Bay. The
complexly formed rock faces are 60m high and are a breading ground for the
black-tailed gull.

Blow holes④

The black-tailed gulls'bread
You can feed the gulls with special bread made just for them.
It has been sold for over 50 years. Toss it up and they will
catch it in the air and fly away. It is made using squid and
kombu extracts, making it popular with the gulls. It is also
edible for people, and you can purchase it on board.

④Blow holes
When large waves hit this rock, the water shoots up to 30m high
through the gap between rocks. This is a Japanese National Treasure.

⑥Hideshima Island

⑥Hideshima Island

Meotoiwa③

Meaning the island where the sun rises, Hideshima Island is an
important treasure scientifically as well. It is a Japanese National
Treasure as well as being one of the major factors in the area
receiving accreditation as part of the Japanese Geo-park.

Candle Rock②

Required
Time Approximately 40 minutes

③Meotoiwa

These two rocks nestle close together like husband and wife,
which is where it gets its name.

①Jodogahama Beach
Listed as a famous beach within Japan. In summer you can
enjoy swimming here, as well as the beautiful seasonal scenery
throughout the year.

②Candle Rock

Jodogahama Beach①

The 40m high white rock cannot be seen from land.
It is registered as a Japanese National Treasure.

Fees
Adults: 1,400 JPY children:700 JPY
※Group discounts available

Boarding
Boarding Point
Point ●
●

Jodogahama Beach Tour Course:40minute tour

After departing Jodogama, cruise around the bay, and enjoy sights such as the National Treasure
「Candle rock」, 「Blow holes」 and 「Hideshima Island」.
The black-tailed gulls flock around the boat, so you can also enjoy feeding them.

Sapporo(New Chitose)
●
Airplane
About 1hour
●Muroran

ACCESS
Transport Information

Ferry
About 11hours
Bus(106 kyuko Bus)
About 2hours
Bus
About 45minutes 15minutes
Morioka
●
●
Hanamaki●

Miyako
Railway
(Yamada Line)
About 2hours
10minutes

Airplane
About 2hours

Airplane
About 1hour
30minutes

Railway
(Tohoku Shinkansen)
About 2hours
Night bus
10minutes
(BEAM-1)
Airplane
About 10hours
About 1hour
Tokyo●
10minutes
●Shinagawa etc

● Nagoya(Komaki)
Osaka(itami)●

Miyako city
◆Miyako Station → Jodogahama
Bus:About 15minutes,Taxi:10minutes
◆Miyako Port → Miyako Station
Bus:About 10minutes

Fukuoka●

Contact Information
Miyako Jodogahama Boat Cruises
32-69 Hitachihamacho, Miyako City, Iwate Prefecture, Japan
TEL:0193-62-3350 Fax:0193-63-8979 URL:http://jodo-yuransen.jp

Thank you for visiting Jodogahama Beach.
When the 3.11 earthquake occurred in March 2011, we lost two of our 3 ships.
Fortunately, we still have one ship remaining on which we can continue to enjoy cruising with you!
We really appreciate your continued support.
Please enjoy the unchanged beauty and power of the natural surroundings of Jodogahama Beach.

